
The state would like to silence 
revolutionary anarchist propaganda...

Four house arrests with restrictions on visits, communication and the electronic bracelet, five obli-
gations to stay in the municipality of residence combined with the obligation to return home at night 
from 7 pm to 7 am (including one subsequently aggravated to house arrest), in front of a request 
of ten arrests in prison; house searches and against the Circolo Culturale Anarchico “Gogliardo 
Fiaschi” and a commercial typography in Carrara (initially placed under seizure and released after 
a few days); huge seizures of papers and anarchist and revolutionary publications... This was the 
outcome of the repressive operation Scripta Scelera of August 8th against the internationalist anar-
chist fortnightly “Bezmotivny”. A “surgical raid” against a paper that for three years has published 
analyses and reflections aimed at the critical in-depth analysis of social reality, as well as claims and 
informative texts concerning actions of attack against structures and figures of the state and capital, 
responsible for all forms of exploitation and social oppression.

After the media hullabaloo and pompous declarations, 
if you allow, we also have something to say

We are not surprised by operations like this. Ever since anarchism emerged – not from the scholarly ab-
stractions of some philosopher, but from revolutionary experiences, from the aspirations of the oppressed 
– anarchists’ papers have been hit. States have a long history of massacres, torture, assassinations, thou-
sands of years of imprisonment against revolutionaries. We have the impetus of the dream and the risk 
of action, the determination of the will and the strength of necessity. And we continue on the path we 
have taken... Let inquisitors and illustrious magistrates get over it, beyond and against 
all censorship and repression, we will continue to rejoice every time this authoritarian 
social reality is attacked, its certainties shattered and troubled by the roar of revolt.

Faced with an increasingly bleak present – the abyss of global war, 
misery, generalised ecological disaster, techno-sciences, in-
creasingly repressive political-economic manoeuvres at work, 
at the borders, against youth – the state needs to run for cover, 
trying to eradicate the “domestic enemy”: the exploited who do 
not lower their heads, those who do not resign themselves to this 
state of things, those who continue to cultivate the revolution-
ary transformation of the present through thought and action. 
Let us not be discouraged! With the consciousness of revolutionary and 
internationalist solidarity with proletarians and the exploited through-
out the world, we will continue to dream, seeking to lay the founda-
tions and contribute to the destruction of the state, of capital, of all authority. 

...we will neither be silenced nor stopped
Let us persist in upholding the justness of 
revolutionary action, against every state 

and every war of the masters!


